
Sweetheart 1181 

Chapter 1181: this might be the biggest opportunity in her life 

  

he tina and tang daichen were talking in a corner. 

suddenly, a waiter walked towards them. 

“young miss, what are you doing here? i’ve been looking for you for a long time!” 

“what’s the matter?” tang daiyuan turned around and asked. 

“the old master just told me that he has a few important guests. those two young masters are the 

children of the tang family’s close friends. you knew them when you were young. the old master wants 

you to go and meet them.” 

tang daiyuan nodded. ” alright, i got it. i’ll be there immediately.” 

the tang family’s eldest daughter had experienced this kind of thing many times. when she heard the 

waiter’s words, she didn’t take it seriously and didn’t have any reaction. 

however, when he tina, who was standing beside her, heard this news, her eyes lit up. 

a young master from a wealthy family who was close to the tang family … what kind of status was that? 

he tina’s family was also considered rich, and they also had a company with assets of tens of millions in 

the country. however, such a small wealthy family was far from being comparable to the real aristocratic 

families like the tang family. 

after he tina entered the fashion industry, she had come into contact with too many children of rich 

families. seeing their luxurious and luxurious lives, she naturally had the desire to marry into a rich 

family. 

unfortunately, she did not have tang daier’s family background nor luo chenxi’s talent and looks. she did 

not even have the chance to attract the attention of a young master from a wealthy family. 
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now, as soon as she heard that tang daiyuan was going to meet two young masters of the same family 

background, she immediately had a little idea. 

“cough, cough, dai yuan, so it’s the old master’s birthday today! i didn’t expect to come to your house 

empty-handed, it’s really rude … you won’t blame me, right?” he tina’s eyes turned and she suddenly 

spoke. 

tang daiqi shook her head. ” why would i? i deliberately didn’t tell you because i was worried that you 

would insist on preparing a gift for the old man. what should he spend this money for? our family 

doesn’t lack gifts, and it’s not easy for you to earn money …” 



he tina took the opportunity to interrupt her. ” but, i still don’t think that’s a good idea … how about 

this? i’ll go with you to wish the old man a happy birthday. it’ll also be considered a way to express my 

feelings. the last time i came to your house, i saw the old man a few times. it’s not good to not say 

anything …” 

as she gave an extremely roundabout reason, she observed the expression on tang daijie’s face, for fear 

that she would see through her real intention of trying to hook up with a rich man. 

however, tang dairong did not think too much about it. she hesitated for a few seconds before she 

nodded. ” that’s good too. ” the lordmaster is getting on in years, and he likes it the most when the 

younger generation keeps talking to him.” 

when he tina heard this, she was immediately overjoyed and hurriedly followed behind. 

he finally had the chance to meet a real rich young master! 

a young man who could be called a distinguished guest by old master tang was someone that she would 

rarely meet even as an assistant in the headquarters of the chf! 

this might be the biggest opportunity in her life, and she must seize it! 

he tina was very excited, but considering that tang daiyuan was right beside her, she could only 

desperately suppress the joy in her heart and try to appear as calm as possible. 

however, after walking for a while, she could not help but ask tang daijie in a low voice, ” by the way, dai 

yuan, is there someone else with the old master? your childhood sweetheart is here, and i still called 

you out. did i cause you trouble?” 

tang daiqi didn’t doubt him and explained, ” ” it’s okay. what kind of brother is this? i was too young 

back then, only two or three years old. i don’t have any impression of him. ” 

Chapter 1182: mrs. mu … somehow, this title sounded a little familiar 

  

“i see …” 

just as he tina was feeling a little disappointed, she suddenly heard tang daijie speak again. 

“however, i heard from my grandfather that these two are indeed from outstanding families. they are 

from the mu family and the he family, one of the top ten families in china! these two families are more 

profound than our tang family, but they rarely involve themselves in the european market, so not many 

people in france know about it. ” 

as soon as he tina heard this, her disappointment was immediately swept away! 

the news provided by tang daiyuan was like a shot of adrenaline for her. 

even the young lady of the tang family admitted that the other party’s family background was profound 

and she was ashamed of her inferiority! 

what kind of identity did he have? 



it was simply unimaginable! 

he tina almost fainted from joy. she took a few deep breaths before she managed to stabilize herself. 

she hurriedly continued to use her wisdom and asked tang daijie for information in a roundabout way. 

“cough, cough, it’s actually such a talented young man! i say … dai yuan, let me gossip a bit. the old 

master is so anxious for you to see these two young masters, is it because he has the intention of letting 

you marry them? after all, these two young masters are of the same social status as you, and they’re 

childhood sweethearts … the old man must have some ideas!” 

tang dairong seemed a little displeased and pursed her lips slightly. ” my grandfather did have such 

thoughts, but i already have a boyfriend! she really didn’t know what he was thinking! why do you have 

to say that young master mu and third young master he are so outstanding and ask me to consider … 

what do you have to consider? is my hao ze not outstanding?” 
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“moreover, the young master of the mu family is already married! she heard that she had a very good 

relationship with mrs. mu and that they were a model couple. third young master he is not married, but 

our family is not as close to the he family as the mu family. third young master he is only here to 

accompany the mu family’s eldest young master to celebrate his birthday. what marriage is this? it’s too 

much!” 

when he tina heard her words, she could no longer suppress the excitement in her heart. 

even though she repeatedly reminded herself to be reserved, she still couldn’t stop smiling. 

tang daiyuan provided two very important pieces of information. one was that third young master he 

was single, and the other was that tang daiyuan was not interested in him! 

wasn’t that something that was prepared for her, he tina? 

however, when tang daiyuan mentioned mrs. mu … she felt that this title was a little familiar, as if she 

had heard it somewhere before. 

he tina was only suspicious for a moment before she threw this doubt to the back of her mind. 

these were all unimportant matters. the most important thing now was that she had to seize the 

opportunity to attract the attention of the young master from a rich family! 

at this time, the two of them had already arrived in front of elder tang. 

elder tang sat on the sofa, facing two young men. 

both of them were wearing tailored suits. they were handsome and tall. even if they were sitting quietly, 

they couldn’t hide their elegance and nobility. 

even tang daiyuan, whose heart already belonged to someone else, couldn’t help but look at the two of 

them a few more times. 



old master tang glared at tang daier. ” daier, where did you go? your big brother mu and third brother 

he are here, but you didn’t even say hello. you’re too rude!” 

tang daijie hurriedly greeted the two of them. ” big brother mu, third brother he, i’m sorry. i had a friend 

who came over just now and chatted with her for a while. i’m a little late. ” please forgive me for any 

neglect since you two have come to our house.” 

he jinsi smiled and said, ” miss tang, you’re too polite. we’re already disturbing you by dropping by. ” old 

master, i’ve always heard that the tang family’s eldest daughter is the number one socialite in country F. 

now it seems that her reputation is well-deserved!” 

he jinsi had an easy-going personality. compared to the cold and aloof mu yichen, he had a much 

sweeter mouth. he managed to make old master tang smile with just a few words. 

tang daiyuan also smiled. 

“i heard that sister-in-law mu is here too, why don’t i see her?” he asked curiously. 

mu yichen nodded at her. ” my wife isn’t feeling well, so she went to the washroom. ” 

“i see … where does sister-in-law feel uncomfortable? do you need me to call the family doctor over?” 

“no need, it shouldn’t be a problem.” 

as the two of them were exchanging pleasantries, a voice suddenly sounded. ” young masters, how are 

you? i … i’m he tina. it’s a pleasure to meet you! ” 

Chapter 1183: there’s actually such a handsome man 

  

mu yichen and he jinsi were stunned for a moment as they did not expect someone to suddenly speak 

up. 

mu yichen turned around and realized that it was a girl he did not know. he furrowed his brows 

subconsciously. 

he jinsi was also a little unhappy, but he didn’t show it. he only asked, ” “this young lady is …” 

elder tang was also very surprised.”this … dai yuan, who is this young lady?” why don’t i have any 

impression of it? did you just come from china?” 

“uh, this … this is my classmate, he tina. she used to come to our house to play before … tina came to 

see me just now. she heard that today is your birthday, so she wanted to wish you a happy birthday …” 

tang daiqi explained in a low voice with a bit of embarrassment on her face. 

she had never thought that she would suddenly open her mouth and interrupt the conversation. 

this was very rude. 

even if she wasn’t born into a rich family, as long as she had a little upbringing, she wouldn’t do this. 



what surprised tang daiyuan even more was that he tina, who was supposed to be here to celebrate old 

master tang’s birthday, actually greeted mu yichen and he jinsi first instead of old master tang … 

his intentions were too obvious. 

no matter how slow tang daiyuan was, she could still see it. 
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old master tang had seen all kinds of situations before, so he could guess he tina’s thoughts in a second. 

a hint of disdain flashed in his eyes. 

however, this was still tang daiyuan’s classmate, so he still gave her some face. at least, on the surface, 

he still had a pleasant expression. 

“hehe, so it’s dai yuan’s classmate! since you’re here, then have fun at the banquet. don’t you young 

people like this kind of lively occasion? unlike me, an old man, my body can’t take it anymore, and i can’t 

move.” 

tang daier hurriedly went over to support old master tang. ” grandfather, what are you saying? you’re 

full of energy, no different from the young people of our generation!” 

he jinsi and mu yichen chimed in as well. 

the scene instantly returned to its peaceful state. 

the slight awkwardness caused by he tina’s sudden appearance earlier was quickly wiped away. 

tang dairong comforted her grandfather and immediately gave he tina a look, telling her to stop and 

leave. 

however, who would have known that she would stare at he tina for a long time, so long that her eyes 

were about to cramp. he tina still did not move, and did not even look at her. she did not notice her hint 

at all. 

at this moment, he tina was completely intoxicated by the looks of the two young masters from the rich 

and powerful, unable to extricate herself. 

even though she had a strong motive, she was not a brainless person. from the start, she had already 

decided to please elder tang and then find a way to attract the attention of the two young masters. 

however, he tina only noticed how outstanding mu yichen and he jinsi were when she got closer! 

it was beyond her imagination. 

even though she had been in the fashion industry for several years and had seen many supermodels on 

the runway, no one could compare to the two of them in terms of looks or figure! 

he tina was so shocked that she was dizzy. 

how could there be such a handsome man with such a shocking family background! 



god, if she could hook up with one of them, even if she could only be a mistress, it would be a great 

profit! 

“tina, tina?” 

tang daiqi saw he tina’s dazed look and couldn’t help but frown. she called out to her, wanting to wake 

her up. 

Chapter 1184: young master mu … actually noticed her! 

  

he tina suddenly came back to her senses and remembered the excuse she had made up in order to get 

tang daichen to bring her over. 

he realized that his actions just now were a little too much. 

she quickly turned to old master tang, trying to remedy the situation. ” cough cough, old master, i’m dai 

yuan’s classmate. i … wish you a longevity as long as the southern mountain and a blessing as vast as the 

eastern sea … ” 

hetina racked her brain for the congratulatory words, and her face desperately put on a flattering smile. 

however, elder tang’s patience for her was almost at its limit. he was too lazy to even put on an act of 

kindness. he simply glanced at her coldly and did not respond. 

the situation became awkward again. 

“tina, thank you for thinking about my grandfather,” tang daier quickly said. don’t you still have work to 

do? i’ve arranged for an assistant to help you deal with it. let’s not delay any further, shall i send you 

out?” 

when he tina heard this, she immediately became anxious. dai yuan? what did you just say? i’m not in a 

hurry with my work … the most important thing is to celebrate the old man’s birthday. dai yuan, let’s 

just accompany the old master, my matters are really not urgent!” 

tang daiyuan was at a loss for words and did not know how to continue. 

when she said that she would send he tina out, it was to give her a way out. she wanted to quickly send 

her away and save some face for the other party. 

whoever knew that he tina was actually stupid to this extent. she didn’t realize at all that she had 

already annoyed him, and still wanted to stay … 

by the time she finished speaking, she felt that she had already settled things with old master tang. 
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she immediately turned to mu yichen and spoke impatiently,”young master mu, i heard you’re from 

china? what a coincidence, i’m also from china! i came to country F to study when i was 15, but i grew 

up in china …” 



she was completely different from her stammering manner when she was offering her birthday 

congratulations earlier. she could not stop talking and was extremely excited when she was facing mu 

yichen. 

he wished he could expose all his secrets within a few minutes. 

although tang daiyuan had mentioned that mu yichen was already married and he jinsi was the 

unmarried one, she still felt that he jinsi was not married. 

however, mu yichen’s looks were simply too outstanding. 

moreover, his cold and unapproachable temperament was exactly what he tina liked the most. 

for a moment, she was blinded by her thoughts and didn’t care about the other party’s married status. 

she took the initiative to express her goodwill to young master mu. 

mu yichen completely ignored her in the beginning. 

however, he tina knew that if she wanted to get close to a man of such status, she had to be proactive 

enough, or she wouldn’t be afraid of rejection. so, she still persevered and spoke on the side, wanting to 

attract his attention. 

at last, mu yichen turned his head and took a glance at her. 

he tina was overjoyed. 

young master mu … had actually noticed her! 

“young master mu …” 

she was about to say something. 

however, mu yichen’s sharp brows furrowed ever so slightly at this moment. he spoke in a cold 

voice,”it’s so noisy! where did this woman come from? she’s so annoying. do i know you?” 

“i …” 

he tina was stunned. 

she did not expect mu yichen to be so impolite. he even called her annoying! 

her face stiffened for a moment, but she still said, ” “young master mu, didn’t i just introduce myself? 

i’m …” 

“i’m not interested in who you are!” mu yichen interrupted her coldly, ” all i know is that you insist on 

interrupting someone else’s conversation. you don’t even have any basic etiquette! the tang family is 

also a wealthy family with hundreds of years of inheritance. how can the maid they hired be so unruly?” 

Chapter 1185: the stupid woman didn’t come back for such a long time 

  

he tina’s eyes widened, unable to believe her ears. 



‘mu yichen … he’s treating me like the tang family’s maid? 

she subconsciously looked down at her clothes. 

she had just been chased out of the headquarters of the chf, so she was still wearing her commuting 

uniform. 

as a designer, she had good taste and her dress stood out among the white-collar women who took the 

subway to work. however, she really didn’t fit in at such a luxurious banquet where celebrities gathered. 

even the clothes worn by the tang family’s maids, the fabric, and the workmanship looked much more 

advanced than hers. 

she couldn’t even be compared to those rich young ladies who wore haute couture gowns. 

he tina’s face was red with shame and anger. 

he felt vexed in his heart. 

if she had known that she would have the chance to meet such an outstanding man today, she would 

have dressed up and come! 

although her appearance was not as good as tang daiyuan’s, she was still a little beauty. at least, she 

could make the two young masters look at her more. 

elder tang snorted coldly, ” “yichen, don’t misunderstand. our tang family’s maids have all been trained. 

this is not a tang family person.” 
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“oh, really? since she’s not a maid of the tang family, why didn’t she leave?” mu yichen’s expression was 

cold. 

his stupid woman hadn’t returned for so long, and he was getting impatient. 

and there was a fly buzzing non-stop at the side. 

tang daiqi could hear the obvious anger in his words. she knew that something was wrong and quickly 

stood up and said,”i’m sorry, this classmate of mine has never attended such banquets before, so she 

really doesn’t know about these things. i’ll send her out first. big brother mu, third brother he, i’m really 

sorry. please don’t mind me. ” 

after she finished speaking, she saw that he tina was still standing there with her mouth open as if she 

wanted to say something. 

she grabbed her sleeve and pulled her outside. 

she only let go of her hand after the two of them had disappeared from mu yichen and the others ‘sight. 

she could not help but say,”tina, what … what’s wrong with you today? why was he performing so 

abnormally? i just hinted for you to leave, you … why didn’t you listen to me?” 

it was only then that he tina came to her senses and finally realized how stupid she had been just now. 



she hurriedly explained,”i’m sorry, i’m sorry!” dai yuan, i didn’t cause you any trouble, right? it’s … it’s 

my first time attending such a grand banquet, and the old master and the two young masters looked so 

domineering. i … i was a little scared just now, and i didn’t even know what i was saying …” 

“sigh, i knew it!” tang daiqi sighed. ” but it’s okay. my grandfather won’t care about this kind of thing. 

big brother mu and third brother he definitely can’t remember who you are …” 

when he tina heard this, she became even more depressed. 

she had deliberately acted like that just now because she wanted the two young masters to remember 

her! 

was there no effect at all? 

“alright, don’t think too much about it. i’ll send you out. this way,” tang dairong said. 

he tina really wished she could rush back to mu yichen’s side to deepen his impression of her. 

however, there was still a trace of rationality left in her. she knew that there was no chance today, so 

she could only follow tang daiqi out with heavy steps. 

“dai yuan, will the two young masters really not remember me?” he tina thought about it and was 

unwilling to give up. as she walked, she continued asking,”how long are they going to stay in paris?” 

” i don’t know, ” tang daiqi said. ” i heard that they’re only in paris for some business, so they won’t stay 

for long … don’t worry. even if big brother mu and third brother he remember who you are, they won’t 

take revenge on you for such a small matter. ” 

Chapter 1186: a stunning beauty 

  

” i … i know … it seems that i’m really overthinking it … ” tina replied with a stifled heart. 

as the two of them chatted, they had already walked to a position near the entrance of the hall. 

suddenly, there were gasps around them. 

then, the crowd gasped in surprise. 

“look, that beauty over there, she’s too beautiful! she was so beautiful that she didn’t look like a real 

person! which family’s heiress is she from? why have i never seen her before?” 

“i haven’t seen it either! looking at her height and figure, she’s very rare among girls. could she be a new 

supermodel brought by some young master?” 

“which supermodel could have her temperament? it was impossible to have such a noble temperament 

if one did not live in a real rich family. besides, didn’t he see the gown she was wearing? ” the premium 

custom-made item that was just released by chf last week, i couldn’t even bear to buy it! to be able to 

afford such an expensive gown, she must be someone of high status.” 

” she’s so beautiful that i can’t even breathe … i’m going to find out whose daughter she is. i think i’ve 

already fallen in love with her! ” 



“you can forget it! i don’t know how many people are chasing after a fair, rich, and beautiful woman like 

her. do you think it’s your turn?” 

he tina and tang daiqi subconsciously turned around to look. 

at the entrance of the hall, a tall, fair-skinned beauty in a silver-gray dress slowly walked in. 

this kind of metal-colored tight-fitting gown could show off a powerful aura. she could become a 

goddess in almost a second. 
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however, there were very few people who dared to wear this kind of formal attire in public because it 

had extremely strict requirements for the wearer’s body and skin color. 

under this style and color, any tiny flaw on her body would be magnified infinitely. 

if one did not have absolute confidence in themselves, who would dare to expose their own 

shortcomings? 

and this stunning beauty in front of him was really able to support this outfit! 

in addition to the expensive dress, she was also wearing a set of ruby jewelry worth tens of millions, 

which also added to her beauty. 

tang daijie was a beautiful woman herself, but when she saw the person who had come, her eyes 

widened. ” that’s strange. who is this? ” 

she was still puzzled when he tina, who was beside her, exclaimed, ” “l-luo chenxi! what’s luo chenxi 

doing here?” 

tang daiqi was stunned. after a long while, she found her voice. ” what? did you just say … that this is luo 

chenxi? how is that possible?” 

“it really is her! it’s really luo chenxi! i recognize the gown she’s wearing. it was just bought at the 

headquarters of the chf in the afternoon. i saw her bring it to the fitting room, so i definitely can’t be 

mistaken!” he tina emphasized with confidence. 

tang daiyuan also recognized him when she looked at him. 

luo chenxi’s appearance had not changed much over the years. it was just that she found it difficult to 

associate the woman who was dressed luxuriously and exuded a noble aura with the fresh and casual 

girl on campus. 

but when he tina pointed it out, she immediately reacted. 

“it’s really luo chenxi … wait a minute, why is she here? didn’t you say that luo chenxi is now … hmm, 

dating an old man?” 

he tina laughed coldly. ” that’s right, she’s with a rich old man. otherwise, how could she have the 

money to buy such an expensive dress? it seems that the old man dotes on her a lot. he even brought 



her to your grandfather’s birthday banquet! she’s someone else’s mistress, yet she’s still so proud and 

ostentatious. she really doesn’t even want her face!” 

Chapter 1187: everyone was looking at her with a strange gaze 

  

he tina’s voice was very loud, attracting the attention of the surrounding guests. 

tang daiyuan also frowned slightly. ” tina, lower your voice. we’re classmates after all … ” 

“what classmate? who would be classmates with someone like her?” 

hearing tang daiyuan’s words, he tina lowered her voice a little, but even so, her voice was still not low. 

the guests around them had long been attracted by their conversation. they pricked up their ears, but 

they could still hear what he tina said clearly. 

“dai yuan, you’re too kind. luo chenxi has done so many shameless things and even seduced your 

boyfriend, yet you’re still acting as if nothing had happened. you’re even considering her face! however, 

don’t you feel that it’s beneath you to treat such a person as a classmate? if she can do it herself, why 

would she be afraid of us saying it?” 

tang daiyuan was speechless, not knowing how to refute her,”but … but … this is not good … alright, 

tina, let’s go …” 

she grabbed he tina’s wrist and tried to pull her away. 

however, the conversation between the two had already been heard by the guests. many of them could 

not help but secretly discuss it. 

“what? that girl just now was actually a mistress? no way? i thought she was the daughter of some big 

family!” 

“yeah, i really couldn’t tell. if it wasn’t for someone exposing her identity, i wouldn’t even have thought 

of it. ” 

“i still don’t quite believe it. isn’t her temperament too good? such a great beauty is willing to commit 

herself to a married old man?” 
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“this is something you don’t understand. for those gold-diggers, if they can find an opportunity to climb 

up, they will definitely do it at all costs! besides, a man who can buy her a custom-made gown and 

jewelry from the sl class definitely doesn’t lack in power and status …” 

the crowd could not help but glance at luo chenxi while they were discussing. 

luo chenxi was initially looking straight ahead as she walked into the house in an open manner. 

however, as she walked, she suddenly felt that something was wrong. 



this was not because everyone’s eyes were focused on her. ever since she married mu yichen, she had 

long gotten used to being the center of attention wherever she went. 

however, this time, the way everyone looked at her made her feel that something was off. 

since she could not locate mu yichen and the rest, luo chenxi stopped for a moment at the entrance 

after she entered the hall. she looked left and right in an attempt to ask a waiter. 

however, as soon as she stopped, she heard the intermittent discussion around her. 

” … an old man … who’s kept … gold-digger … ” 

all sorts of unpleasant words entered his ears. 

moreover, they were all obviously talking about her. 

luo chenxi furrowed her brows ever so slightly. she was puzzled. 

in a gathering of the upper-class circle like this, it was impossible for ordinary guests to casually discuss a 

stranger they had never seen before. after all, they did not know the other party’s background. if the 

other party had a big background, wouldn’t they offend them? 

being able to enter the banquet hall itself already showed that the other party was not weak. 

everyone in this circle was smart, and no one would offend others for no reason. 

just as luo chenxi was feeling puzzled, she shifted her gaze and noticed two slightly familiar figures in the 

corner. 

one of them was he tina, whom she had just met in the afternoon! 

there was nothing luo chenxi could not understand now. 

he tina had been fired by the headquarters of the sl headquarters in the afternoon because of her, so 

she must be harboring a grudge! 

Chapter 1188: a woman’s jealousy is really scary! 

  

other than her, who else could it be? 

just as luo chenxi was sizing up he tina, he tina noticed her gaze too. 

her first reaction was to lower her head in guilt. 

but then, he tina felt that something was wrong! 

what was she feeling guilty about? she was not the one who was willing to degrade herself by being a 

sugar daddy to an old man. it was luo chenxi! 

luo chenxi should be feeling guilty and ashamed! 

at the thought of this, he tina felt confident at once. she straightened her back and raised her head to 

give luo chenxi a contemptuous look. 



he tina thought that luo chenxi would certainly feel angry and ashamed. 

to her surprise, luo chenxi only swept her a cold glance. her eyes were filled with mockery as if she was 

looking at a clown. 

such a gaze completely infuriated he tina. 

she felt a lump in her throat. she could not help but shake off tang daifang’s hand and walked toward 

luo chenxi in large strides. 

“eh? tina, where are you going? ” come back here!” 
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tang daiyuan reached out to grab her, but she grabbed nothing. 

he could only watch helplessly as he tina dashed toward luo chenxi. 

“aiyo, look, look, who did i see? ‘isn’t this our old classmate, luo chenxi? the last time i saw you, you 

were still in such a miserable state, dragging your luggage and being kicked out of the school. i didn’t 

expect that in just a few years, you’ve suddenly become a rich lady? i almost couldn’t recognize you!” 

he tina’s face was full of fake smiles, and she deliberately spoke in a sarcastic tone. 

these words caused the surrounding guests to be surprised. 

being expelled from school … it didn’t sound like an experience that a decent girl would have … 

it seemed that one really couldn’t just judge her by her appearance. this girl looked elegant and 

magnanimous on the surface, but in reality, she was not like that at all … 

upon saying that, he tina looked straight at luo chenxi with a sneer for fear of missing the other party’s 

panicked expression. 

unexpectedly, the expression on luo chenxi’s face did not change at all. the corners of her lips were still 

curved upward as she shook her head gently. 

a sweet voice rang out,”he tina, you’re so young, why is your memory so bad? we didn’t meet in school 

the last time! didn’t we just meet this afternoon at the headquarters of the chf? it’s rare to see a girl like 

you who’s willing to start from the bottom of the hierarchy as an assistant. i really admire you! by the 

way, i saw you getting scolded by the manager just now. are you alright?” 

luo chenxi had a gentle and genial expression on her face. her smile was especially friendly. 

it was a stark contrast to he tina’s overbearing appearance. 

in addition, luo chenxi was beautiful to begin with. her smile immediately attracted the attention of the 

crowd. 

moreover, when the guests calmed down and listened, they immediately realized that there was a 

problem with what he tina had just said! 



“eh? one of them said they haven’t seen each other for years, and the other said they just met. who’s 

telling the truth?” 

“isn’t that nonsense? wasn’t that he something woman wearing the chf staff uniform? it must be that 

miss luo’s words were more true!” 

“what’s going on? when he heard her tone just now, he had thought that she was some rich young lady. 

in the end, she was just a low-level assistant in the chf? where do you get the nerve to criticize your 

customers?” 

” tsk, tsk, i finally get it. two old classmates, one can afford a high-end bespoke piece, and the other is an 

assistant. no wonder … a woman’s jealousy is really scary! ” 

many people guessed he tina’s thoughts, and the gazes they looked at her with were instantly filled with 

contempt. 

Chapter 1189: don’t you know that this is slander? 

  

he tina did not expect luo chenxi to react so quickly. 

she had only said one wrong sentence before luo chenxi caught her weakness and retaliated ferociously. 

he tina became anxious at once when she heard that the public opinion around her was obviously 

biased toward luo chenxi. 

she could not help but shout, ” luo chenxi, you … stop trying to change the topic! whether i’m the 

assistant of the chf or not, what does that have to do with your improper conduct? you’re a b * tch who 

was expelled from school because of your messy private life and now has an old man as a mistress. what 

right do you have to stand here?” 

“i’m telling you, those who can attend old master tang’s birthday party are all influential chinese people 

in country F. don’t think that just because you have some money now and can wear a CHL haute couture 

gown, you can pretend to be a noble lady! as long as we know your true colors, everyone will still look 

down on you!” 

luo chenxi felt even more amused when she saw he tina’s blushing face. 

originally, after dealing with he tina at the headquarters of the chf, she had not taken this person to 

heart. 

after all, her former classmates were no different from strangers in luo chenxi’s opinion. 

as an assistant, he tina did not provide good service. it was her own fault if she was reprimanded or fired 

because of that. luo chenxi was only doing what a customer of a luxury brand should do. she would not 

help he tina, nor would she hit her when she was down. this matter could be considered over. 

who would have thought that they would run into each other again at elder tang’s birthday banquet! 

moreover, not only did he tina not learn to be a monster, but she also became even more aggressive 

and provoked her again! 



luo chenxi said,’which eye of yours saw me being kept by an old man? he tina, do you know that this is 

slander? when we were at the headquarters of the chf, on account of us being old classmates, i didn’t 

want to argue with you. however, you’ve repeatedly spread rumors and slandered me. are you really 

not afraid that i’ll sue you?” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

he tina sneered,”if you have the ability, then go ahead and sue!” i said …” 

she was halfway through her sentence when she was suddenly pulled from behind. 

“tina, hurry up and stop talking!” 

luo chenxi was stunned for a moment when she saw the person who had come. ” tang daijie?! ” 

just now, she felt that he looked familiar from afar, but now that she was up close, she recognized him 

immediately. 

tang daiyuan was the girl she had the best relationship with when she was studying at country Y’s royal 

academy of fine arts. it wasn’t an exaggeration to say that they were best friends. 

however, she had lost her virginity in an accident back then. she had also experienced a series of events 

such as being expelled from school after getting pregnant, losing her child in a car accident, and so on. 

she had suffered too great a blow and did not want to recall anything that had happened when she was 

studying abroad. therefore, she gradually lost contact with tang dairong. 

tang daier turned around and nodded at her. ” luo chenxi, it’s been a long time since we last met! i 

didn’t expect you to come to my grandfather’s birthday banquet today. it’s such a surprise! i should’ve 

treated you well, but i didn’t expect tina to have a misunderstanding with you …” 

luo chenxi widened her eyes in shock when she heard the first half of the story. 

“elder tang is your grandfather?” 

tang daiyuan rarely talked about her family background back then. as a result, luo chenxi only knew that 

tang daiyuan’s family was rather rich. she had never expected tang daiyuan to be the eldest daughter of 

the tang family! 

tang daiqi nodded. ” that’s right. we were all students before, so i was too embarrassed to talk about 

this … by the way, why are you here today? i haven’t seen you all these years. where have you been 

studying? with your talent, you must be a famous designer now, right?” 

Chapter 1190: i have to coax my husband every day, and i can’t even do it well! 

  

before luo chenxi could answer, he tina interjected. 

“dai yuan, aren’t you asking these questions for nothing? after being expelled from our school, which 

other famous design school would accept her? i’m afraid that all these years, an indecent woman like 

her has spent all her time seducing rich men, right?” 



“tina, please don’t be like this …” tang daiqi frowned. 

“what are you afraid of? she’s just an underground mistress that can’t be exposed …” 

“who are you calling an underground mistress? who’s behaving inappropriately?” 

suddenly, a cold and magnetic male voice rang out from behind tang daiyuan and he tina. 

there was obvious anger in his voice. 

everyone subconsciously turned around and saw young master mu, who was wearing a dark gray suit, 

walking over. he was staring at the three girls who were arguing at the door. 

there was an obvious chill on his handsome face. the corners of his mouth were pursed into a straight 

line, and the lines of his jaw were tightly clenched, giving off an overbearing aura. 

even tang daiyuan, who was used to seeing big scenes, subconsciously took a step back when she saw 

him. 

“brother … brother mu?” tang daiqi said in a low voice. 

on the other hand, mu yichen did not even spare her a glance. he walked straight toward luo chenxi. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

the moment luo chenxi saw mu yichen, she shuddered and cried out ‘oh no’ in her heart. 

she suddenly recalled that she had made a special promise to return to his side within ten minutes in 

order to shake off mu yichen who was about to stick to her to the washroom when she entered the 

room earlier. 

now, 20 minutes had passed … 

this petty man was going to be tsundere again. 

luo chenxi immediately put on a sweet smile. she blinked her large eyes and spoke in an innocent tone, ” 

“my dear, weren’t you talking to old master tang? what are you doing here?” 

“why am i here … i should be asking you. my wife has gone missing for no reason, and i’m still in the 

mood to talk?” 

mu yichen scoffed coldly. he walked straight to luo chenxi before he stopped. 

the next second, he grabbed her slender waist and pulled her into his arms. 

luo chenxi took a glance at his expression. she dared not resist and leaned against his chest obediently. 

why did she have to provoke young master mu every day and then coax her husband every day? he still 

couldn’t coax her! 

no wonder it was said that women worked hard after marriage. it was not a rumor. 

she was so tired! 

his back was sore and his legs were cramping! 



“hubby, i’m sorry. you must have been waiting for a long time. it’s my fault … um, i’m hungry, did you 

get me anything to eat?” luo chenxi was quick-witted enough to change the topic. 

as expected, mu yichen immediately forgot the reason for his anger when he heard that she was hungry. 

“why didn’t you tell me you were hungry? you only had a little for lunch today! just now, the old man 

had someone serve the red velvet cake. it’s your favorite, i’ll take you to eat it. ” 

“hubby, you’re the best!” luo chenxi quickly flattered him. 

it’s done! 

he had learned this trick from xiao tuanzi! 

the two of them were about to leave hand in hand when a weak voice was heard from behind them. ” 

wait … wait a minute. young master mu, you … how did you end up with a gold-digger and a slutty 

woman like luo chenxi? don’t you know that she’s already a broken shoe a few years ago?!” 

“what did you say?” mu yichen’s footsteps came to a sudden halt. he squinted his eyes. 

“it’s true!” 

he tina was so shocked that her eyeballs almost fell out of their sockets when she saw how gentle and 

considerate young master mu was to luo chenxi despite not even taking a glance at her earlier. he was 

acting like a model lover. 

but when she came back to her senses, what surged up in her heart was a strong sense of jealousy, 

hatred, and unwillingness! 

 


